
W ith the Centennial Year of Flight almost over and the year 2010 on the horizon, I try to imagine the technological advances that will 
evolve in the aerospace industries in millenniums to come. But, future breakthroughs in aerospace systems will occur only if tradition-

ally separate disciplines -- nanotechnology, biotechnology and infotechnology -- are integrated. In the next generation, NASA will create ultra-
efficient, reliable spacecraft, while decreasing costs.  
     One project that is currently being worked on is the transfer of air transport technology's analog systems to more efficient digital. NASA's 
autonomous space vehicles of the future will be able to travel in space for up to two years, resisting adverse climates and conditions. As 
'thinking spacecraft,' they will be networked as colonies, able to exchange and interpret information, from analyzing a glitch to being able to 
repair themselves. 
     But developing such intelligent aerospace systems will only occur if the three "revolutionary" technologies are integrated and they will  
overturn current patterns. Nanotechnology aims to create useful materials and systems through control of matter at the smallest scales. Biotech-
nology applies knowledge and techniques that mimic biological systems to produce engineering applications like precise molecular control. 
And greater progress in infotechnology will enable spacecraft to process data along a hierarchy of knowledge, just as humans do, from sensing 
the environment to responding accordingly. 
     Research is well on the way to develop newer fuels and fuel blends that will be used to power aircraft engines. Exotic propulsion systems 
are in the development stages that will propel space vehicles into the far reaches of the universe. April 2010 Propwash will look at some of 
these advances in fuels and future methods of propulsion. 
     It was recently brought to my attention that a question was raised regarding the lack of helicopter content in  Propwash. Chopper stories are 
most welcome from any or all Flight Engineers who flew on or are currently flying on these aircraft. I have pleaded time and time again for 
input from Flight Engineers. These invitations also go out to those FE”s who crew on the whirlybirds! If the criteria for one to join the CMFEA 
is to have articles in Propwash about choppers, then lets have some input from those of you in the rotor craft world.  
     It amazes me that certain individuals would deny themselves the curiosity of following the fast-forward progress of modern aerospace de-
velopments, some of which are to be found in the contents of most Propwash newsletters.  
     Now if anyone in the Chopper world has any stories, anecdotes, experiences (good or bad), pictures, or even  stories about your mother-in-
law, please send them to me.  
     The Propwash newsletter is your opportunity to have your input to be published for others to read and enjoy. When material from the FE 
fraternity is minimal, then I have to fill in the remaining spaces in the ten allotted pages of the newsletter with aviation related articles and sto-
ries that should be of interest to those who read it. I confess that I have neglected to devote more content to Helicopters and I am thankful that 
this oversight has been brought to my attention. This will be corrected in future newsletters. So once again, I invite and encourage all Flight 
Engineers to send me something, especially from those who are involved in and whose passions lean towards the Helicopter environment!   
      To Fly is Human . . . To Hover, Divine: so with this in mind, I will kick off my invitation for Chopper input with a brief  Lesson 101 
on helicopters in the following pages.  
     This in-house airplane Geek has spent many weekends of the past Summer attending flying events and air shows in this area of Ontario. I 
filmed most of the events with my new High Definition, 120GB, Hard Drive camcorder, and I am presently editing these events into movies 
that will be transferred onto CD’s. Maybe my CD’s could be put on our website, its an idea worth considering. In the meantime, I will be in 
learning-mode as I attempt to master the Sony Vegas editing program and render my videos into acceptable quality movies.  
      

From the editor— Bruce Dyer DECEMBER 2009 

L arry Cote was on parade on behalf of all 116 ATU personnel, representing ex CC-115 FE's 
at the dedication of the rebuilt Buffalo aircraft, CC-115461. The ceremony was held at the 

Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum in Hamilton and the aircraft was dedicated to the nine 
peacekeepers who gave their lives for the cause of world peace. 
The daughter of MCpl Ron Spencer, the FE killed in the inci-
dent, was on hand to recite a poem written by her and dedicated 
to her father. The ceremony was held on Aug 09, 2009, the 
35th anniversary of the destruction of 461 in Syria and the date 
of the annual Canada UN Peacekeepers Day. There was a large 
crowd of dignitaries and veterans on hand. Over 100 veterans 
were on parade. Ron Spencer was my replacement at 116 
ATU and I have always felt close to him and his family.  

 REMINDER, it is once again that time of year for you to pay your membership dues. 
       The cost is only 0.8333 a month/$10.00 a year.  $100.00 buys you a Life Membership - who can pass up such a deal? 
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RCAF/ Canadian Forces, 1954 to 1980 . . . 
     With the demise of the Comet and the prospect of heading towards South America vanishing away, the RCAF’s recruiting drive for techni-
cians to serve in Europe with their NATO units, turned out to be an interesting prospect, so I signed on to a 5 year contract - 3years in Europe 
and 2 years in Canada, with the rank of LAC, group 3, Aero Engine Technician. So in June 1954, I started service with the RCAF working on 
the Dakota at CJS London, and flying out of RAF Station Northolt, my old prewar visiting site, only this time inside, instead of sitting on the 
fence outside. 
     In 1954 I transferred  from Northolt to 2 Fighter Wing at Grostenquin near Metz in France. The wing was flying the Sabre, Mk 5 with the 
Orenda 10 engine. So from doing run up's and oiling Spitfires with the Merlin engine in 1944, I had moved to the jet engine Sabre, Mk 5. Dur-
ing run ups, one had to be careful to keep well clear of the jet intake, because it was sucking in a lot of air to feed the Orenda engine which put 
out 6500 lbs of thrust. 
     The Air Division Wing's were very competitive between themselves and the other Nato Squadron's, so it came as no surprise for rival wing 
airfields to be bounced by a group of Sabres. In one instance, I was towing an engine out to the test house that was located along the pe-
rimeter road when there were a couple of “Bangs” that were made by aircraft going through the sound barrier. The next thing I knew, there were 
Sabre's coming over the field at low level and I was face to face with one heading down the perimeter at tree top level, clearing the test house 
with what appeared to be inches to spare. The ditch along side did not seem deep enough to hide in. My three years in Air Division went by very 
quickly. 
1957 to 1990 
     When I was transferred to Canada, I was posted to 408 Squadron at Rockcliffe in Ottawa. The squadron was flying the photo recon type Lan-
caster. So in 1957, I was back again standing up in the wheel well of a Lancaster, priming engines to get them started, and wondering if the guy 
in the cockpit had the right throttle setting as exhaust flames licked back over the wings. The Merlin could put out plenty of flame and smoke till 
one got it right. 
     After some time with 408 Squadron, I made a straight trade swap with another AE tech and went to 412 Squadron. The squadron was starting 
to fly the RCAF's two Comet's out of Uplands. It was there that I met up with some of the techs and FE's that I had met when they had first 
been over to the UK at De Havilland, and who had visited BOAC when we were operating the MK 1 aircraft. Aside from the Comet, 412 was 
also operating a Dakota, a Mitchell and the VIP, Canadair C5, powered by four radial engines, along with a North Star, powered with Merlin 
engines. I started flying as a crewman on the Dakota aircraft which took us around quite a bit. One of the routine trips was to fly down  to 
Washington for the joint staff who were there. I can remember lying under the navigator table with a bag of radio crystals, changing the fre-
quency 's to those requested by air traffic control as we worked our way down to Washington and back. I also recall prior to landing, winding in 
the long HF wire  antenna that had a lead weight on the end . 
     I was sent on a Technical Crewman's course at Camp Borden which covered a multitude of subjects that kept a person very busy. I attended 
the Napier Eland Engine course in the UK and the Airframe course in Montreal for the CC 109 Cosmopolitan. The courses readied me for when 
412 Squadron would take delivery of the production CC-109's with its turbo-propeller engines. With the acquisition of the CC-109 and the CL-44 
Yukon, the RCAF was moving into the age of turboprop aircraft. 
     In 1958, when NORAD was formed, 412 Squadron had a detachment at its headquarters in Colorado Springs. The squadron flew the Deputy 
Commander, Air Marshall C.R. Slemon on his duties to and from there in a Dakota. When the Cosmo started to come into service, 1960/61, one 
was sent down to Colorado Springs to replace the Dakota. Cosmopolitan aircraft #11154 was able to provide a faster and more modern service 
than its predecessor. As one of the original crewmen on type, I went on flights with the aircraft. My four and half years spent there were very 
interesting, with "Smokey 02,” the Boss's call sign. We covered bases and places all across the USA, Canada and the Caribbean. It was while at 
Colorado that the crewman position changed for the Cosmo to Flight Technician along with the issue of a trade wing. In later years, this trade 
changed to Flight Engineer, designation 091. 
1965 to 1976  
     Flying the Hercules C-130EH, with 436 Squadron in Ottawa and Trenton and C-130EH with 435 Squadron in Edmonton. 
     In the Summer of 1965, I transferred back to 412 Squadron and went to CFB Trenton for the C-130 Flight Engineer training course. The 
Squadron's that had been flying the C-119 moved to turboprop aircraft and into a new realm of  operations. This required more training for the 
incoming flight crews. After completing the course, I went back to 436 Squadron in Ottawa as a brand new (green) FE. I worked on fuel loads 
and howgozit charts with the navigator on trans Atlantic Flights. Over the Atlantic, I listened to the radio talk to the ocean stations below, and 
many times in the early hours of the morning, we followed a Wardair Flight, flying above us into London Gatwick Airport . 
     The Hercules years with 436 and 435 Squadrons consisted of transport operations for NATO, United Nations operations worldwide and Ca-
nadian embassy missions in many countries. These were the years of 12 plane formations up into the Arctic with paratroopers, battle break for-
mations and short field landings with lots of reverse thrust and split second timing . We evacuated Canadian Peace keeping troops from Is-
mailia, Egypt, in the canal zone when the fighting with Israel began. While in Ottawa, I worked in the C-130 Flight Simulator as an FE instructor, 
so from a boy stick handling imaginary flights of aircraft, I had moved to the simulator world practicing the real thing. 
Boeing CC-137, 437 Squadron Trenton. 
     I went back to Trenton for the Boeing 707 (CC-137) course, after which, I was transferred to 437 Squadron flying on a high altitude passen-
ger plane that was powered by four axial flow jet engines with bypass fans in front of the compressor that gave the engines additional thrust. 
The aircraft could be configured for a number of roles: passenger/freighter, VIP Passenger, and air refueling. It was somewhat different to the 
aircraft I had seen refueling back in the thirties, not only in speed but also in altitude. This gave the Squadron a varied and flexible work load 
of tasks to perform while flying on world wide operations for ATG. 
     Later, I transferred to Air Transport Group Headquarters to work with Capt Ray McIntosh, who was Staff Officer Standards and Training for 
Flight Engineers who were currently flying on the various types of aircraft . 

cont inued from August  Propwash 
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     The duties of SOFETS kept both of us very busy over the two year period as his assistant. It was a pleasure and a challenge of being there, in 
helping to keep the system operating safely.  
Canadian Commercial Aviation 1980 / 90 
     On retirement from the Forces, I went to work at Toronto Malton Airport with Ontario World Air for a short time. One trip that I flew with 
them was down to a facility in the United States that resembled my old repair and salvage unit in Gibraltar. We had one engine on our 707 air-
craft that was using large amounts of oil. We traded it off there for an engine that we took off the wing of another 707 that appeared to have 
been parked there for some time. We flew back, landed at Malton and taxied to the gate. As our crew got off, passengers for a charter flight were 
getting on, reminding me of those days of the pilgrim flights to Mecca. 
     I moved back to Edmonton, where with a recommendation from Duke Dawe, I went to work with North Caribou Air at the Municipal Air-
port. They were using Convair, twin piston engine aircraft (pre-Convair 540’s), so I  was back to changing spark plugs and wrestling engine 
cylinders off and on again, reminding me of the old Dak days. 
     From there, I moved across the Hanger to Pacific Western on to the C-130 and the Boeing 727/ 737 maintenance operations. I worked at that 
location and also out at the International airport South of town. Changing wheels and brakes there out on the ramp on the night shift and in 
Winter was something else to be desired. 
     When PWA down sized its maintenance on the union's policy of last in first out, I was let go, but I was fortunate enough to get a position 
with Echo Bay Mines Aviation department, as a mechanic/license engineer working on their stretched L-100-20 (L-382) Hercules, CF- DSX, 
“Smokey Heel," which was later renamed, “Bob Beaton.” I also worked on the Convair 540, the Boeing 727, the Twin Otter and the Lear Jet . 
     Looking at the log book signatures of  DSX and the familiar names therein, was like reading an air force L-14. Before Echo Bay, the aircraft 
had belonged to the James Bay, Energy Corporation and leased to Quebecair who had hired ex-air force FE's who flew on the James Bay pro-
ject. DSX came to represent the sole supply line for 12,000 construction engineers, making an average of 24 landings every day and carrying 
roughly 4,500 tons of freight every month on a one-way airlift of plants, food and fuel supplies. At one of the projects Dam site, the Hercules 
was the only means of reaching the engineers. 
     DSX was leased to Echo Bay for air supply to its silver mine at Port Radium, in the North West Territories. The company was so 
impressed with its ability to handle the rough Northern ice and gravel strips, that it purchased it from the James Bay Corpora-
tion in 1980 to service Port Radium and to commence operations in the construction of a Gold mine at Lupin,  on the Western shore of Cont-
woyto Lake, 250 miles northeast of Yellowknife. In charge of these operations was Bill Granley (Aviation Manager), Bob Beaton (chief Pilot) 
who had come with DSX from James Bay Energy and Don Switzer (Flying Training Manager). Bill Granley later was awarded the McGee 
trophy for his contribution to Northern aviation. 
     After the major operation to the Lupin mine was completed in 1983 and gold bars were coming out on a regular basis, DSX went out on 
lease to World Ways, Canada. When that lease terminated, it was sold to a company in the USA and went to work in Africa. 
     When the Hercules left, the company purchased Pacific Western Airline's 727-200 series CF-PXD and used it on a regular, three day a week 
run up to the Mine at Lupin, carrying freight and miners in and out for their shift changes. The mine was running a 24 hour a day schedule to 
keep the gold bars coming out in a steady stream. 
     I retired from Echo Bay, but have kept in touch with Aviation through the FE Association and watching the developments in the world of 
flight. Having witnessed and participated with aircraft of WW I through the 1930's to the WW2 biplanes to monoplanes, from piston to jet and 
turbo prop engines, and airships, seaplanes, flying boats to the Concord cruising ever so high at over the speed of sound, to the Cape Canaveral 
rockets that put men on the Moon, has been a great experience for me. After living the last 75 years of the Twentieth Century, and having had 
good people to work and fly with, I would do it all over again if given the choice.     Jack Scoffin  
 
Editors note; I logged 1,010 hours of flying time on the L-382 Hercules, DSX, while flying on the James Bay project in Northern Quebec. 

 
 

The  Pope took a couple of days off to visit the beautiful Rocky Mountains of Alberta for some sight-seeing. He was cruis-
ing along a campground in the Popemobile when there was a frantic commotion just at the edge of the woods. A help-

less Pilot, wearing sandals, shorts, and an unbelievably large watch was screaming while struggling frantically, thrashing around 
trying to free himself from the grasp of a 10 foot grizzly. 
     As the Pope watched horrified, a group of Flight Engineers came racing up. One quickly fired a .44 magnum into the bear's 
chest... The other two reached up and pulled the bleeding, semiconscious Pilot from the bear's grasp. Then using 8" crescent 
wrenches, the three Flight Engineers finished off the bear and two of them threw it onto the bed of their truck while the other ten-
derly placed the injured Pilot in the back seat. 
     As they prepared to leave, the Pope summoned them to come over. "I give you my blessing for your brave actions!" he told them. "I heard 
there was a bitter dislike between Flight Engineers and Pilots but now I've seen with my own eyes that this is not true." As the Pope drove off, 
one of the Engineers asked his buddies "Who was that guy?"  
     "It was the Pope," another replied. "He's in direct contact with Heaven and has access to all wisdom." 
     "Well," the Engineer said, "he may have access to all wisdom but he sure doesn't know anything about bear hunting! By the way, is the bait 
holding up, or do we need to go back to the air base and snatch another one?" 

Pratt & Whitney PW-1000G geared turbofan engines ( shared by Bombardier C Series aircraft) can bring fuel 
burn savings up to 30% per hour over other similar but differently engined designs. 
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H elicopter flight was probably the first type of flight envisioned by man. The idea dates back to ancient China, where children played 
with homemade tops of slightly twisted feathers attached to the end of a stick. They would rapidly spin the stick between their hands to 

generate lift and then release the top into free flight. 
     In the western world, the ancient Greek mathematician, physicist, and inventor, Archimedes, who lived and worked in the second century 
B.C. perfected the principle of the rotating screw for use as a water pump. When the screw was rotated inside a cylinder, the screw moved the 
water in front of it. At the same time, the water resisted and pushed back. This resistance also applied to the movement of screws through air—
a type of fluid. 
     The first studies on helicopters were well in advance of the first airplanes. Leonardo da Vinci is credited with having first thought of a ma-
chine for vertical flight, the "airscrew," the design for which, dated 1493, was only discovered in the 19th century. It consisted of a platform 
surmounted by a helical screw driven by a somewhat rudimentary system, not unlike that of rubber-powered model aircraft. 
The great Tuscan genius wrote, that if this instrument in the form of a screw were well made of linen, the pores of which 
had been stopped with starch, it should, upon being turned sharply, rise into the air in a spiral. However his design was 
never put to any practical use. 
     Just how Leonardo came to think of the helicopter flying principle is not quite clear. In view of his enormous mental powers, it is conceiv-
able that this could have welled up from his own creative pools of genius. Of course the possibility of his having come in contact with the Chi-
nese top either through his widespread reading or contact with travelers, must also be considered. However this may have been, the fact re-
mains that this great Italian designed and built models of the first helicopters intended for human flight. 
     One of the first of Leonardo's helicopter designs called for a shallow saucer-like gondola on which two upright posts were attached. Each of 
the posts carried a double set of wings. By means of a rather complicated system of cords, cylinders, and foot pedals, the pilot set the wings in 
motion with movements of his feet, hands, and head! Alas, the poor flyer, if he suddenly developed a cramp in his leg! 
     The wings of this craft were not of the flapping variety, but rather they moved in a horizontal plane, criss-crossing one another. This motion 
compressed the air between the wings and gave the craft lift. Leonardo provided his helicopter with a landing gear in the form of a pair of lad-
ders about twenty-four feet long. These were intended not only to help the take-offs but also to cushion the craft when it landed. During flight 
they were supposed to be hauled into the gondola or fuselage. 
     Unlike many inventors, Leonardo was not above feeling that perhaps, should his helicopter ever reach the flying stage, an accident 
might occur. Therefore, along with a description of his craft, he also included the very wise suggestion that during the helicopter's test 
flight, the pilot fly it over water. In the event of an accident, he would thus be tumbled onto this yielding surface and unharmed. 
While speaking of Leonardo's caution about flying, it is interesting to note that in connection with his helicopter studies he also de-
vised what was perhaps the world's first parachute. The Italian genius was quite optimistic about his life-saving device; he showed this 
when he said, "If a man have a tent roof of caulked linen 24 feet broad and 24 feet high, he will be able to let himself fall from any 
great height without danger to himself." 
     Craving perfection in all that he did, Leonardo soon began to feel unhappy with his first helicopter models. One of the major causes 
of his dissatisfaction was the manner of powering his flying machine. He came to the conclusion—one that was to profoundly affect 
aircraft experiments in the years ahead — that mechanical rather than human power must be used before a successful flying machine 
could be built. With this thought in mind, he undertook some new experiments before designing a different model helicopter. Standing 
in the center of his studio one day, he took a large, thin ruler and swung it in rapid circles above his head. He felt a distinctive upward 
pull on his arm. From this he reasoned that he could build a flying machine having a rapidly rotating wing above it— powered by me-
chanical means—he would achieve a successful aircraft. Leonardo proceeded to build a model of his new helicopter design, powering 
it with a spring motor. 
     Many of the helicopter models which he built are said to have taken to the air successfully. It is quite likely they were fashioned along the 
lines of those using a coiled spring for a motor. These craft had a wing-like rotor for rising into the air. 
     Among the last of the helicopter models designed by Leonardo was one which had the appearance of an artificial Christmas tree. More im-
portant to the great Italian, it is the design which historians say made him the partial originator of the word "helicopter." He described the craft 
with a good deal of confidence in its flying ability. "I say that this instrument made with a helix and is well made, that is to say, of flaxed linen 
of which one has closed the pores with starch and is turned with a great speed, the said helix is able to make a screw in the air and to climb 
high." 
     The helix he mentions is a Greek word meaning "spiral" or "twist." This was combined later with another Greek word, pteron, meaning 
"wing." In still later years through much usage, the words were fused in such a manner that the term "helicopter" came to be born. 
     As in his many other fields of endeavor, Leonardo da Vinci left his imprint on the very infant subject of aeronautics. By his work with orni-
thopters and helicopter models he is said to have begun the first sound experiments in search of a 
practical heavier-than-air flying machine. Leonardo was strongly convinced that if man were to 
accomplish his long desired goal of traveling in the sky above him, it would be by a flying ma-
chine based on the principle of the helicopter. A little more than two hundred years were to pass 
before Leonardo's ideas on flying machines were to be picked up and carried forward by a whole 
host of helicopter experimenters. Alas for this band of aeronautical pioneers, man's first ascent 
into the sky was made by an entirely different type of aircraft, the hot-air balloon. 
     Every helicopter, no matter how large or small, how simple or complex, works in a similar 
way. Each machine has four main controls: the cyclic (stick), collective (lever), the throttle and yaw pedals. Each control affects the helicop-
ter’s movement in a different way, and the four all affect each other.  
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The Cyclic or Stick 
     The cyclic is a vertical stick in front of the pilot, or in the case of the Robinson R22 and Robinson R44, it is a stick between the two pilots 
with a T-bar across the top which enables the control to be used from either seat. Both versions work the same way, and the pilot operates the 
cyclic with his or her right hand. The cyclic alters the attitude and airspeed of the helicopter. It does this by tilting the 'rotor disc', which is the 
hypothetical disc which the rotors make when they are turning. Moving the cyclic forward means the rotor disc tilts forward. This means that 
the helicopter moves forward, and it also descends and speeds up. Moving the cyclic back will cause the helicopter to climb and slow down. 
Moving the cyclic to the left or right causes the aircraft to turn in that direction. 
     The collective is on the left side of each pilot, and looks a little like a handbrake in a car. The pilot operates it with his or her left hand. 
The collective controls the height of the helicopter. It does this by altering the pitch of all the rotor blades together, or ‘collectively’ – hence the 
name. If the collective is raised, the pitch of all the blades increases, and the helicopter will climb. If the collective is lowered, the pitch de-
creases and the machine descends. 
     The throttle is on the end of the collective, so that it can be operated with the pilot’s left hand. Opening and closing the throttle controls the 
amount of power produced by the engine. However, in most modern helicopters, there is an electronic governor which senses the position of 
the collective and adjusts the throttle automatically to give the amount of power required. So there is one less thing for modern-day helicopter 
pilots to do! 
     The Yaw Pedals - the pilot has his or her feet on the yaw pedals. They alter the pitch of the tail rotor, and in doing so, keep the helicopter in 
balance, or allow it to turn when in the hover. Pressing on the left pedal will turn the helicopter left, and using the right pedal will turn the air-
craft right. 
Using All the Controls Together 
     Use of all the controls must be co-ordinated, since they all affect each other. For instance, when the cyclic is moved forward, the helicopter 
will move forward and speed up, but it will also descend. To maintain altitude, the pilot needs to raise the collective. When he does this, he will 
need to apply left pedal to prevent the helicopter yawing (or turning) to the right. 
     When it comes to hoisting cargo on a sling, dueling with insurgents barricaded in an apartment building, touching down on mountaintops, or 
slipping between looming obstacles, nothing can match helicopters. But in the overall ranks of aircraft, they remain a niche player. Whether 
you measure in passenger miles, number of registered aircraft, or number of pilots, airplanes have helicopters beat. 
     One reason is that helicopters have a woefully low speed limit. Today, we might call it Nelson's Speed Limit.  
     In May 1861, Mortimer Nelson, a Manhattan greeting-card printer, won the first U.S. patent for what we would now call a helicopter. About 
33 feet long and weighing half a ton, Nelson's Aerial Car to be powered by supercharged whale oil would have two sets of rotors: a big pair for 
lift and a little pair, flanking the rudder in the back, that acted as propeller. Nelson predicted that the latter set would drive the Aerial Car at 
speeds of up to 180 mph. His design never flew, but his prediction about the limits of helicopter velocity has proved remarkably accurate: To-
day, most production helicopters top practical speeds are under 180 mph. 
     For the Sikorsky Black Hawk, the limit at cruise speed is about 140 mph, and, if pushed to "dash speed," a little over 200 mph, sustainable 
for only 10 minutes at a time, since longer periods exert too much wear on the mechanical systems such as the gear box. For a Bell AH-1W Co-
bra without external ordnance, absolute top speed is 220 mph, according to Marine Lieutenant Colonel Wade Hasle, who spent two tours flying 
Cobras over Iraq. He himself never reached such a speed; "You only get going that fast in a dive," he says. The official world helicopter speed 
record isn't that much higher: In 1986, a Westland Lynx reached 249 mph. 
     Today, though, three companies Piasecki Aircraft, Sikorsky Aircraft, and Boeing are actively working on designs they hope will make Nel-
son's speed limit as quaint a piece of helicopter history as whale-oil fuel.  
     Most of the sluggishness of standard helicopters can be blamed on the rotor disk. Unlike an airplane's propeller, a helicopter's rotor disk 
has to move through the air sideways. On one side of the disk, the blades are rushing into the wind, and they experience a relative wind that is 
near (and sometimes above) the speed of sound. Slicing through wind that fast takes a lot of energy and is hard on the equipment. But just a 
few dozen feet away, on the other side of the disk, blades are rushing away from the direction of travel. If cruise speed goes too high, the retreating 
blades stall. Consequently, the aircraft is shaken by strong vibrations, and the nose is forced upward. At speeds beyond 100 mph or so, the draw-
backs of the disk loom larger and larger until a point at which no extra engine power can shove the machine along any faster. This became 
obvious when, beginning in the late 1950s, lightweight, high-power engines enabled helicopters to lift more weight, but didn't fix the speed 
problem. 
     For military helicopters, the speed limit represents a vulnerability that the enemy can take advantage of. For instance, if air support needs 15 
minutes to reach a hot spot, the enemy can plan to stage an attack and then retreat before the defending helicopters ever show up. 

American Helicopter Painted Like a Bird of Prey Operating in Afghanistan Is An Urban Legend 
      

T here are pictures of a military combat heli-
copter being circulated in an email message 

that say:"Check out what some of our boys over-
seas did to their helicopter. Some Afghan is 
probably freaking out right about now. This very 
special Mi-24 helicopter is presently flying in 
Afghanistan, where it is no doubt causing quite a 
stir." 
     Well after a little research, I found out that this 
is another Internet rumor. The pictures are not of 

  an American helicopter, but of a  Russian MI-24 “Hind” assault helicopter.  
       It was used by the Hungarian Air Force as a display vehicle exhibited at air shows. 
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Wow!-the flying hotel and largest helicopter in the world! 

T he Hotelicopter is modeled on the Soviet-made Mil-V-12 
The Mil, Mi-12, known as V-12 in the Soviet Union, and by 

the NATO reporting name, “Homer,” is so far the only helicopter 
produced by the Mil bureau to depart from 
the single main rotor plus tail rotor formula. 
It is to date the world's largest helicopter 
and flew for the first time in 1968, but did 
not enter production. The second prototype, 
which was presented in the West at the 1971 Paris Air Show, set 
seven load-carrying records in 1969: in February, a 68,408 lbs. load 
was lifted to 9,682 ft. and the following August, 88,633 lbs. was 
taken to 7,398 ft. 
     The Mi-12 project was started in 1965 with the aim of producing 
a vertical take-off aircraft capable of carrying missiles or other 
loads compatible with those of the four-engine, An-22. The bureau 
chose the side-by-side rotor formula in order to use the engine-
transmission-rotor assembly of the helicopters of the Mi-6/Mi-10 
series with minimal modifications. Two of these assemblies were in 
fact mounted at the tips of the two short wings, which had an in-
verse taper from the root to the wingtips. The engines were 6500shp 
Soloviev D-25VF turbines giving the helicopter a maximum speed 
of 162 mph, with a 78,042 lbs. load and 311 miles range. The large 
cargo hold measuring 92 ft. long by 14,4 ft. wide could take various 
kinds of loads, including very bulky ones, as well as troops or han-
dling crews. The fuselage had a conventional, semi-monocoque 
structure, with large clamshell loading doors at the rear to facilitate 
handling of bulky loads. The flight deck was on the upper floor of 
the cabin and there were six crewmembers. On the ground, the heli-
copter was supported by large, fixed tricycle landing gear with two 
wheels on each unit. A large end-plate fin tail unit was mounted at 
the rear of the fuselage, with moving vertical and horizontal sur-
faces. 
     The Hotelicopter Company purchased one of these prototypes 
from the Mikhail Leontyevich helicopter plant in Panki-Tomilino, 
Russia in 2004 and have been engineering the world’s first flying 
hotel ever since. 
    The Hotelicopter features 18 luxuriously-appointed rooms for 
those seeking a truly unique and memorable travel experience. 
     Each soundproofed room is equipped with a queen-sized bed, 
fine linens, a mini-bar, coffee machine, wireless internet access, and 
all the luxurious appointments you’d expect from a flying five star 
hotel. Room service is available one hour after liftoff and prior to 
landing. 
     The Hotelicopter was due to fly its maiden journey this past 
summer, June 26, 2009, with an undisclosed price. 

Mil-V-12 

H ave you ever wondered where some traditions are from or 
why we do certain things? 

     One of the traditions that I was curious about was the Christmas 
Dinner, which is done every year on every base. I knew that during 
the meal, the officers would serve dinner to the non-commissioned 
members and that the two youngest members would switch places 
with the Wing Commander and the Wing Chief Warrant Officer, but 
I didn't know anything more. Some research was in order. 
Apparently, theses traditions stem from the ancient Roman custom 
of Saturnalia, which honours Saturn and falls at the same time as 
Christmas period. 
     During the time of Saturnalia, the parents, children and servants 
would trade places in a role reversal that was symbolic and for small 
privileges only. The children would, for example, lead the rituals, a 
task that would normally be done by the parents. 
     The Canadian Forces, just like the ancient Romans, are following 
similar practices of role reversal, which include minor privileges, all 
for purpose of boosting morale. 
     This practice became a standard around the 18th century. Offi-
cers took it upon themselves to boost the morale of the troops and 
show their appreciation, and organize festivities for the enlisted 
members. 
     The Christmas Dinner was one of those traditions that has been 
observed over time where the officers would prepare and serve din-
ner to the junior ranks of their units. 
     Another tradition from the Christmas dinner is the trade of tunics 
between the youngest member of the unit and the Commanding Of-
ficer. This is done in order to bend the rules in a playful way where 
the soldier becomes an honorary commander for the day. 
     This practice has evolved and now includes the exchange of tunic 
between the WCWO and the second youngest member. 
“Our customs and traditions are what binds the Canadian Forces 
together through time, its past, its present and its future,” says 
WCWO Tom Secretan. Customs and traditions are our direct link to 
those who have gone before us, and by practicing them we instill in 
the next generation of serving members our time honoured and time-
tested military values. 
     Traditions for Christmas vary considerably between the different 
elements of the Canadian Forces, but they are nonetheless done in 
the spirit of the cheerful and giving time of the holidays. 

W hen I learned back in december 2008 this 
airplane had returned to Hagerstown, I 

checked my log book. My last flight on that air-
plane was on April 24, 1964. I contacted the museum via email to 
see that if I came down, would I have a chance to go through it. I got 
an email from the pilot who flew it into Hagerstown and let him 
know when I would be down so that he could meet me there. We 
decided on April 24, 2009.This was 45 years to the day that I last 
flew on 22111.When my wife and I arrived, we met Frank Lamm 

the pilot and also the 
president of the mu-
seum, Kurtis Meyers, 
and John Seburn the 
treasurer. We had the 
grand tour of the C-
119 and the C-82.It 
was a trip back in 
time. Lots of pictures 
and a few war stories.         
 
      Bill Reid 
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              The month of August proved to be an extremely busy one 
for me on the air show circuit.  I kicked off the month by attending a 
most unique show, the Ontario Electric Flight Expo at Stoney Creek 
Airport, Ontario. 
     In electric-powered model aircraft, the power plant is a battery-
powered  electric motor. Throttle control is achieved through an 
electronic speed control (ESC), which regulates the motor's output. 
The first electric models were equipped with DC brushed motors 
and rechargeable packs of nickel cadmium (NiCad), giving modest 
flight times of 5–10 minutes. (A fully-fueled glow-engine system of 
similar weight and power would likely provide double the flight-
time). Later electric systems used more-efficient brushless DC mo-
tors and higher-capacity nickel metal hydride(NiMh) batteries, 
yielding considerably improved flight times. The recent develop-
ment of  lithium polymer batteries (LiPoly or LiPo) now permits 
electric flight-times to approach, and in many cases, surpass that of 
glow-engines. There is also solar powered flight, which is becoming 
practical for R/C hobbyists. In June 2005, a record of 48 hours and 
16 minutes was established in California for this class.  
     The star of the flight expo displays had to be the Red Bull F-18 

model powered by a brushless motor and an electric 
ducted fan. The whispering sound of its engine mim-
icked the sound of the real aircraft except at a much 
lower noise level. With a little imagination, it was 

hard to tell that it was a model as it streaked around the field. 
      My most memorable outing this summer was at the UPAC Con-
vention (Ultra Lights) which took place over a three day period at 
Lubitz Farm in Bright, Ontario. The convention celebrated the 30th 
Anniversary of the Lazair and the Canadian Centennial of Flight 
with the Silver Dart. 
    The Ultraflight Lazair is a 
family of  Canadian designed 
and built twin-engine ultralight 
aircraft that were sold in kit form 
between 1979 and 1984.With a 
total production of over 2000 
aircraft delivered, the Lazair 
series is the most produced Ca-
nadian-designed aircraft. 
    The original prototype flew 
with two 5 horsepower Pioneer chainsaw engines that spun compos-
ite fixed pitched propellers. Later models were updated to two Rotax 
185 engines which produced 9.5 HP each. Some owners converted 
their planes to a single mid mount Rotax 277 of 28 HP. The 185 
provides enough power to allow the Lazair to be flown on floats. 
Due to its design purpose as a water pump engine, it proved reliable 
enough for use on ultralight aircraft. 
     The designer of the Lazair, Dale Kramer, was an aeronautical 
engineering student at the University of Toronto when he attended 
the  Oshkosh EAA convention in 1977. He was very impressed with 
the potential of the ultralight aircraft designs that he saw there and 
returned with a Superfloater glider kit. Convinced that improve-
ments to the design were possible, Kramer started with a blank sheet 
of paper and designed a completely new aircraft, even going so far 
as to design a custom  airfoil for it. 
     The design features a constant taper wing with a progressive and 
constant  washout from  root to  tip. Combined with an airfoil that is 
cambered with concave portions on both the top and bottom sur-
faces, this produced an aircraft with optimized low-speed handling 
and very gentle stall characteristics. The wing is constructed with an 
aluminum "D" cell  leading edge, foam ribs and an aluminum tubu-

Lazair at Lubitz field. 

lar  trailing edge. The aircraft also featured some of the first  wing-
lets used on light aircraft. 
     The very long wing made the Lazair a good glider, giving it a 
12:1 glide ratio and it could be  soared in even light  thermal condi-
tions. 
     Kramer named the aircraft “Lazair” as a contraction of “Lazy-
Air”, a comment on the slow cruise speed of the aircraft, which was 
about 40 mph. 
     The Lazair incorporated standard aircraft materials but had inno-
vative design features in every component, including: 
∗ Winglets. 
∗ full three axis controls (unusual in ultralights in 1978). 
∗ inverted  V-tail with ruddervators. 
∗ transparent PET film covering for the wings and tail surfaces. 
∗ twin engines for safety. 
     While ultralight-type planes date back to the early 1900s (such as 
the Santos Dumont Demoiselle), there have been three generations 
of modern, fixed-wing ultralight aircraft designs, which are gener-
ally classed by the type of structure. 
     The first generation of modern ultralights were actually hang 
gliders with small engines added to them, to create  powered hang 
gliders. The wings on these were flexible, braced by wires, and 
steered by shifting the pilot's weight under the wing. 
     The second generation ultralights began to arrive in the mid-
1970s. These were designed as powered aircraft, but still used wire 
bracing and usually single-surface wings. Most of these have "2-
Axis" control systems, operated by stick or yoke, which control the 
elevators (pitch) and the rudder (yaw) -- there are no ailerons, so 
there may be no direct control of banking (roll). A few 2-Axis de-
signs use spoilers on the top of the wings, and pedals for rudder 
control. Examples of 2-Axis ultralights are the "Pterodactyl" and the 
"Quicksilver MX". 
     The third generation ultralights, arriving in the early 1980s, have 
strut-braced wings and airframe structure. Nearly all use 3-Axis 
control systems, as used on standard airplanes, and these are the 
most popular. Third generation designs include the "T-Bird," 
"Kolb" and "Challenger" families. 
     There are several types of aircraft which qualify as ultralights, 
but which do not have fixed-wing de-
signs. These include: 
     Weight-shift control trike- while the 
first generation ultralights were also 
controlled by weight shift, most of the 
current weight shift ultralights use a 
hang glider-style wing, below which is 
suspended a three wheeled carriage 
which carries the engine and aviators. These aircraft are controlled 
by pushing against a horizontal control bar in roughly the same way 
as a hang glider pilot flies. Trikes generally have impressive climb 
rates and are ideal for rough field operation, but are slower than 
other types of fixed-wing ultralights. 
     Also known as Personal Air Vehicles (PAVs), Weight-Shift Ul-
tralights, or just plain Trikes, these high-tech aircraft are safe and 
relatively easy to fly. They’re powered by a rear propeller and 
steered with a bar at the pilot’s fingertips. New materials and tech-
nologies have made these craft incredibly airworthy, fast (up to 110 
mph) and maneuverable. Most Trikes have been tested for forces 
exceeding 6 G’s – that’s much higher than most conventional air-
planes. And if the engine ever cuts out, you can still glide safely 
down to earth. 
     Powered parachutes - cart mounted engines with parafoil wings, 
which are wheeled aircraft. 

One of the Challengers at the Lubitz event. 
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     Powered power gliding- backpack engines with parafoil wings, 
which are foot-launched. 
     Powered hang glider- motorized foot-launched hang glider har-
ness. 
     Most of the aircraft flying at the Expo were of the first, second 
and third class of ultralights. 
     On the second day of the Lubitz UPAC convention, I had the 
pleasure of meeting and talking with Jim Davidson of  The Sky Life 
Aviation flight school. Jim is from 
Belleville, Ontario, and was at the 
convention with his “Trike” ul-
tralight. During our conversation, 
he mentioned that he was an ac-
quaintance of Shorty Hazelton. 
     The Sky Life Aviation is a 
Transport Canada certified flight 
school operated by a qualified and 
fully licensed instructor. Jim 
Davidson is a high-hour trike pilot with extensive experience flying 
in all seasons around the Quinte Region. 
     His Trike is from the respected Ultralight aircraft manufacturer, 
Antares. It is one of the most reliable, stable, 
rugged and fun Ultralight aircraft in the world. 
His model features tandem seating where the 
student is seated behind the instructor. It is very 
similar to riding a motorcycle in the sky! With 
dual controls, the aircraft can be flown from ei-
ther the front or rear seats. It also features the 
equally rugged North Wing strutted wing. 
     Because trikes do not require an  empennage, 
the space directly behind the pilot is used to 
mount the engine and  propeller. Engines range 
from between 25-40 hp for single-seaters and 
50-100 hp for two-seaters. An aft engine placement allows exhaust 
to stay behind the pilot and enhances visibility. It also means that the 
turbulent vortex of air behind the propeller is not coming in contact 
with the wing. 
     Sitting somewhere on the Aeronautical food chain between a 
Hang Glider and a Cessna, the Ultralight Trike is an exciting new 
class of aircraft which is set to bring the joy of flight to the masses – 
or at least the ones with $50,000 to spare. 
     Also known as Personal Air Vehicles (PAVs), Weight-Shift Ul-
tralights, or just plain Trikes, these high-tech aircraft are safe and 
relatively easy to fly. New materials and technologies have made 
these craft incredibly airworthy,  fast (up to 110 mph) and maneu-
verable 
     Most Trikes have been tested for forces exceeding 6 G’s – that’s 
much higher than most conventional airplanes. And if the engine 
ever cuts out you can still glide safely down to earth. 
     Trikes are efficient aircraft and glide nicely at about a 6-to-1 
glide ratio with the engine shut off. It is common practice to shut 
down the engine and land on a spot. 
     The Sky Life Aviation is proud to be a guest at the Stirling Air-
port, located atop the beautiful Oak Hills, just south of Stirling On-
tario, Canada 

check out “The Sky Life Aviation” at the following website . . . 
www.theskylife.ca 

     In September at the Wings & Wheels air show in Brantford, On-
tario, I had to give the charming Westland Lysander the number one 
spot as the new plane on the block . 
     The Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum (CWHM) is the 
owner and operator of this rare Westland Lysander IIIA, which is 
located in Hamilton, Ontario, and is one of only 2 airworthy Ly-

Bruce Dyer & Jim’s Trike 

sanders in the world. 
     With it's excellent short and rough field 
performance, the type was widely used as 
special night mission aircraft to ferry agents 
and supplies to and from the occupied Conti-
nent. In this role, the aircraft served until the 
end of hostilities, thus deserving itself a 
rightful place in aviation history. 

     This aircraft (RCAF NO. 2363) was manufactured in 1942 by 
National Steel Car Company at Malton (Toronto) under license 
from Westland Aircraft Corporation, England. World-wide, 1660 
models were built, 225 in Canada. The STOL (short take off and 
landing) design uses an elaborate system of leading-edge Handley 
Page slats and large flaps enabled the aircraft to use unprepared 
landing strips in battlefield conditions. Under certain conditions, as 
little as 165 yards was all the take-off distance required. 
     In Canada, Lysander aircraft were chiefly used for target towing 
at training schools, limited navigational training, communications 
duty, search and rescue operations. During WWII it was most noted 
for its use to transport operatives into occupied Europe, often return-

ing with escapees including Allied air-
crew. The "Lizzie" as named by aircrew, 
also boasted a Browning 0.303 machine 
gun housed in each wheel spat. Twelve 
small bombs could also be carried under 
sub-wings fitted to the wheel spats. 
     This aircraft was discovered in West-
ern Canada. The restoration project was 

started by the Friends of CWH in Niagara Falls, NY, in 1983. In 
1997, the aircraft was returned to CWH where volunteers continue 
to restore the aircraft to flying condition. The target tug markings 
are what this aircraft carried when in service with No. 8 Bombing 
and Gunnery School, in Lethbridge, Alberta. 
     I ended the season by attending The Great War Flying Museums’ 
open house day at the Brampton, Ontario airport, and later in the 
month, the Tigerboys Fly-in and Open House, two day event at the 
Airpark, in Guelph, Ontario 
    The Great War Museum staff provided the visitors with superb all 
day static and Arial performances with their antique classic war 
birds of the first World War. My favourites of the day were the Red 
Barons Fokker DR.1 and the S.E.5A. This air show was my cine-

matic “baptism of fire” as I filmed the 
complete show from start to finish 
with my new HD, digital camcorder. 
From all the camcorder shots (events), 
I made a CD using Sony Architect 
editing software. Although the CD did 
not have the qualities of a Cecil-B-
DeMille production, I was neverthe-
less surprised at the outcome . 
     The two days with the Tigerboys 
were most enjoyable. There were nu-
merous aircraft landing and departing 
all day. It was truly a hub-bub of ae-
rial activity from start to finish. Of 
course I could not pass up the oppor-
tunity to 

go for a flight in my favourite 1940 
Model, 16B “Fleet Finch.” It was really 
an exhilarating thrill to fly in this open-
cockpit aircraft with the wind whistling 
by your head. 

Jim Davidson & Trike 

Fokker DR.1 

S.E. 5 A 

Fleet Finch 
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T here's only two of these aircraft still flying in 
the world and one of them flew over Saska-

toon to promote the Canada Remembers Air 
Show in August 2009.  
     The Avro Lancaster, one of the most famous 
bombers of World War 2 entered Saskatoon air 
space, went around with a low fly past at the 
airport and then circled around and above the 
city before leaving for Ontario on August 03, 
2009.  
     Thousands of Canadian aircrew served with 
the RCAF and the Lancaster Squadrons.  
     Over 4 hundred Lancaster MK X's were 
built in Canada and shipped overseas for flying 
duty. And throughout the entire world, only 
two still fly today, one in England and one in 
Canada.  
     The fly past was a tribute pass to our veter-
ans and a farewell salute to the Cameco Canada 
Remembers Air show....  

   

How low is low? Its when you can see your shadow on the runway! 

The  Dornier Do X was the largest, heaviest and most powerful flying boat in the world when 
it was produced by the Dornier company of Germany in 1929. 

     The Do X had an all-duralumin hull, with wings composed of a steel-reinforced duralumin frame-
work covered in heavy linen fabric, covered with aluminum paint. 
     It was initially powered by 524 hp Siemens-built Bristol Jupiter radial engines (six tractor propel-
lers and six pushers), mounted in six tower nacelles on the wing. The air-cooled Jupiter engines were 
prone to overheating, and only able to lift 
the plane to an altitude of 1,400 ft. The en-
gines were supervised by an engineer, who 
also controlled the throttle. The pilot would 
ask the engineer to adjust the power, in a 
manner similar to that used on maritime 

vessels. After completing 103 flights in 1930, the Do X was refitted with 610 hp 
Curtiss Conqueror  water-cooled, 12-cylinder inline engines. Only then was it able 
to reach the altitude of 1,650 ft., necessary to cross the Atlantic. 
     The plane was designed to carry 66 passengers a long distance or 100 on shorter 
flights. The luxurious accommodation approached the standards of transatlantic 
liners. On the main deck was a smoking room with its own  wet bar, a dining salon, 
and seating for the 66 passengers, which could be converted to sleeping berths for 
night flights. Aft of the passenger spaces was an all-electric galley, lavatories, and 
cargo hold. The cockpit, navigational office, engine control and radio rooms were 
on the upper deck. The lower deck held fuel tanks and nine watertight compart-
ments, only seven of which were needed to provide full flotation. 

The engineer in the machine centre operated the 
throttles of the 12 engines 

 Interesting Websites 
Space Station Fly-Around 
     The sheer size and complexity of the International Space Station 
comes across in this detailed animation produced by the Virtual 
Reality lab at NASA's Johnson Space Centre. 

http: / /www.airspacemag.com/mult imedia/ht tp: / /www.airspacemag.com/mult imedia/
videos/53236627.htmlvideos/53236627.html   

Brainy Games 
     These games for the brain are great to give your brain a quick 
little tune up. But be careful! The site says the games are 
“neverending.” It would be to easy to play for hours. 

www.gamesforthebrain.comwww.gamesforthebrain.com  

In the 1800s, the Tates Watch Co. was known for its fine watches. 
But it decided to branch out with new products. It de-
cided its watch cases would hold compasses. They 
could sell them to pioneers heading west. But their 
compasses were so bad! Many travelers ended up in 
Mexico or Canada instead of California. That gave 

birth to the expression, “He who has a Tates is lost.” 

send me input  for  PROPWASH .  .  .  .  
Biographies,  s tor ies ,  anecdotes ,  p ic tures .  

These pictures are from the Saskatoon Control Tower as the crew of Avro Lancaster  
C-GVRA did a couple of passes at YXE and then went to Winnipeg.  

“Roger tower,” this will be a practice no-wheels landing and go-around! 
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 Fal l en  EaglesFal l en  EaglesFal l en  Eagles    

 Dahr, A.L. (Arty)  September 16, 2009. 
 McNeil, Bruce F. (Stretch) October 6, 2009. 
 Fawcett, Dennis  November 19, 2009. 

Pilots you may have known or flown with. 
 Sled, John   September 10, 2009. 
 Mackenzie, A.R.  September 21, 2009. 
 Koppmann, Ronald J. November 1, 2009. 

We extend our sincere condolences to the families and 
friends of these comrades who recently passed away. 

Ronald J. Koppmann loved his work and leisure life. He joined the 
RCAF out of high school in 1955 and trained as a pilot. After re-
ceiving his Wings, his first tour of duty was that of a flying instruc-
tor.  The final 22 years of his Military career were spent in the cock-
pit of transport aircraft. Ron retired from the Military in 1981 after 
27 years of service and joined Wardair and eventually Canadian 
Airlines. Ron retired from the Airlines, after 16 years of service, in 
1997. 
     For the past 20 years, Ron’s passions have been the Canadian 
Co-operative System where he served as a Director for several or-
ganizations and his daily golf game with friends.  

BRUCE F. (STRETCH) MCNEIL  was born in Spryfield, Nova 
Scotia, on December 8, 1932. He joined the RCAF in 1950 and 
served his country for over 38 years. He was a highly respected 
flight engineer who spent much of his career at CFB Greenwood, 
NS. As a young airman, he was an active participant in sports, par-
ticularly as a baseball player where he acquired his nickname 
“Stretch.” One of the highlights of his sports life was throwing the 
first pitch at a Blue Jays Game during his tenure as Base Chief WO 
in Trenton. He played and coached hockey as well, but was first and 
foremost a family man who enjoyed his children, grandchildren, 
great-grandchildren, nieces and nephews with obvious affection. He 
retired in 1988, serving the last eight years as Base Chief Warrant 
Officer at CFB Trenton, where his kindness, compassion and integ-
rity touched the lives of so many. Since his retirement, Bruce suf-
fered from ill health that continued over the years through which he 
demonstrated amazing courage, resilience and dignity. His smile 
always lit up the room and his knowing wink was a delight to be-
hold.  

ART L. (Arty) DAHR  was never Art Dahr, he was "Arty Dahr from 
Pugwash." I first ran into Art in 426 Squadron at Lachine, Quebec, 
in the early to mid 50's. Prior to Lachine, he had joined the air force 
in 1948 and spent some time in Greenwood working on the Lancas-
ter. Now he was a North Star man.  
    After a relatively short period in the maintenance field, and a bit 
more time as an instructor in the "Trade Advancement" centre, he 
became a flight engineer on the North Star. He stayed with the Star 
until after the Yukon came into service in 1961. In fact, even after 
he was trained on the Yukon he went back to the North Star for a 
short period during an emergency at the time. At the end of that 
phase of his career, I recall him saying how easy and comfortable it 
had been to fit back into the North Star FE routine. He also said it 
gave him a chance to reach and exceed 6000 hours on the aircraft 
type. He is the only FE that I am aware of to reach 6000 hours on 
the Star. Art flew on the Yukon till the end of the 60's, when he 
trained on the Boeing 707. He flew on this aircraft until 1974, when 
he retired after 26 years of service.  
     After acquiring his civilian papers, Art began flying with Quebe-
cair, his first civilian employer, where he stayed for five years. After 
this, he moved to Ontario World Air and after two years in the early 
1980’s, he finally moved to Worldways, Canada, flying out of To-
ronto. With the latter airline he was nursemaid to the Boeing 707, 
the Douglas DC 8, and later the Lockheed 1011. He retired in 1990 
to his home of many years near Brighton Ontario. At that time he 
had some health problems and recovered. He took up his old love of 
sailing and became very involved with this in latter years. 
     Art was a very friendly soul and over the years, a very familiar 
figure in the Brighton Legion, both as a visitor as well as a member 

of the executive. He was a very outgoing and dedicated individual.
             Geoff Brogden 

MACKENZIE, A. R. "Andy" Squadron Leader (ret'd) RCAF  had a 
distinguished career in the RCAF for twenty-seven years first serv-
ing as a Spitfire fighter pilot during the Second World War on 421 
and 403 Squadrons, and post war flying Sabres as commander of 
441 Squadron. He volunteered to do a tour of duty with the 51st 
Interceptor Wing of USAF in the Korean War, was shot down by 
friendly fire and became a prisoner of war in China for two years. 
He served thirteen more years in the service, a portion of which was 
as Intelligence Staff Officer in NORAD and ending his career as 
CADO, Chief Administrator Officer at Rockcliffe. After retirement, 
he was hired as an ad hoc Commissioner of the Canadian Pension 
Commission for some years. He is a past president of the Royal 
Canadian Legion Branch 604, the founding president of the Korean 
Veterans Association Capital Unit 7, the first official president of 
C.F.P.A. (Canadian Fighter Pilots Association). A director of 
SPAADS (Sabre Pilots Association Air Division), a member of 410 
RCAFA W. Barker, V.C. Wing and the POW (Prisoners of War) 
Association. 

FAWCETT, Dennis Honourably served for 30 years with the Cana-
dian Air Force, stationed with the 440 squadron in Yellowknife and 
Edmonton, the 426 and 436 squadrons in Trenton and most recently 
the 412 squadron in Ottawa. After his retirement in 1995, he began 
a successful career in real estate with Royal LePage. 

Eternal rest grant them O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them. 

T a l l y  H O !  H O !  H O !  


